
Cardiovascular Disease in Texas Women
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For more information contact:
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Cardiovascular Health and Wellness Program
1100 West 49th St.
Austin, TX 78756

Phone: 1-512-458-7200   Fax: 1-512-458-7254
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·  A burning feeling in the chest
·   Pain in the back, between the
    shoulders
·   Pain or tightness in the chest
    that spreads to the jaw, neck,
    shoulders, ear, or the inside of
    the arms
·   Pain in the belly, above the belly button

·  Trouble breathing
·  Trouble sleeping
·  Feeling sick to the stomach
·  Feeling scared or nervous
·  New or worse headaches
·  An ache in the chest
·  Feeling “heavy” or “tight” in the
   chest

Specific Signs of Heart Disease in Women

When you think about heart disease, you probably think about chest pain. Women might
not have chest pain. If they do, they might call it an achy, tight or “heavy” feeling instead of
pain. The pain might even be in the back between the shoulder blades, instead of the chest.


